RECEPTIVE:  
(Follow Directions- ID/Select Item from Array)

Point to the
Show me the
Can you find the
Touch the
Give me the
Find the
TACT:
(Label Object/Picture that is Present)

What is this?
This is a _____
It’s a _________
Tell me what this is
What do you see?
INTRAVERBAL:
(Conversation-No Item Present/Answer Questions/Fill-in Phrases)

Which one do you ____ with?
You______ with a_______
Something you____ is a ____
Tell me the one that has ___
The (animal) says_____
What is your name?
MOTOR IMITATION
(Copy movement(s) of another person)

“Do This”
“Can you do this”? 
“Try this one”
‘Do what I do”’
“You do this”